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NOTE: This book will not include an access code.   Voet, Voet and PrattÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s Fundamentals

of Biochemistry, 5e addresses the enormous advances in biochemistry, particularly in the areas of

structural biology and Bioinformatics, by providing a solid biochemical foundation that is rooted in

chemistry to prepare students for the scientific challenges of the future.Ã‚Â  While continuing in its

tradition of presenting complete and balanced coverage that is clearly written and relevant to human

health and disease, Fundamentals of Biochemistry, 5e includes new pedagogy and enhanced

visuals that provide a pathway for student learning. The authors are careful to present new

information such that it links it to existing content, ever mindful that students assimilate new

information only in the proper context. The enriched assessment content in WileyPLUS Learning

Space offers students the opportunity to gauge their conceptual understanding and receive

immediate feedback to address misconceptions. --This text refers to the Loose Leaf edition.
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So I received this book for my kindle app. If it wasn't for this book I would have definitely failed

biochem! It was great, it offered clear definition and description accompanied with good images. I

appreciated the ebook aspect of it because I didn't have to carry around a huge textbook around

with me to class or library. Also really helpful because it allowed me to make flash cards right there

and highlight. Definitely a great price as well. Was less than 1/4 of the price that my university

offered the exact same textbook.



Chances are if you're buying this book, it's not for recreational reading, but for your biochemistry

class. It's not as if you really have a choice.That being said, it's a decent book. Some of the text was

a little hard to follow, but I found that most often, there was a diagram that explained what I didn't

get the first time reading through.Definitely buy this from . It was twice as expensive in the college

bookstore.

My main issue with the text was the homework problems. They don't help with understanding of the

material and are very random- some of them there is no way you would no the answer without

having to use google. The actual context and illustrations were good... it was really just the

problems that bothered me.

I wish it explained the concepts a little better and helped with the different ways to do the problems.

This was a great book and probably one of the most straight forward science based textbooks I've

ever read. I received an A in Biochem 1 & 2 and studied mostly from the textbook, just going over

the power points from lecture once or twice before exams.

Must have for college biochemistry. I would recommend buying a supplemental problem set book to

help you apply the knowledge. I was able to sell mine back to make up for the price.

Well written book that helps you understand biochemistry better

It is not the book I wanted. I looked at the description and everything. It does not have chapters like

a regular book; it only has problems. I didn't need/want this book and wasted my money.
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